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Domain-Specific Data Augmentation for
Segmenting MR Images of Fatty Infiltrated

Human Thighs With Neural Networks
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Nils Krämer, MD,4 Dorit Merhof, PhD,1 and Burkhard Gess, MD3

Background: Fat-fraction has been established as a relevant marker for the assessment and diagnosis of neuromuscular
diseases. For computing this metric, segmentation of muscle tissue in MR images is a first crucial step.
Purpose: To tackle the high degree of variability in combination with the high annotation effort for training supervised
segmentation models (such as fully convolutional neural networks).
Study Type: Prospective.
Subjects: In all, 41 patients consisting of 20 patients showing fatty infiltration and 21 healthy subjects.
Field Strength/Sequence: The T1-weighted MR-pulse sequences were acquired on a 1.5T scanner.
Assessment: To increase performance with limited training data, we propose a domain-specific technique for simulating
fatty infiltrations (i.e., texture augmentation) in nonaffected subjects’ MR images in combination with shape augmentation.
For simulating the fatty infiltrations, we make use of an architecture comprising several competing networks (generative
adversarial networks) that facilitate a realistic artificial conversion between healthy and infiltrated MR images. Finally, we
assess the segmentation accuracy (Dice similarity coefficient).
Statistical Tests: A Wilcoxon signed rank test was performed to assess whether differences in segmentation accuracy are
significant.
Results: The mean Dice similarity coefficients significantly increase from 0.84–0.88 (P < 0.01) using data augmentation if
training is performed with mixed data and from 0.59–0.87 (P < 0.001) if training is conducted with healthy subjects only.
Data Conclusion: Domain-specific data adaptation is highly suitable for facilitating neural network-based segmentation of
thighs with feasible manual effort for creating training data. The results even suggest an approach completely bypassing
manual annotations.
Level of Evidence: 4
Technical Efficacy: Stage 3
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Muscular dystrophy is a class of pathologies caused by
inherited mutations in genes encoding for proteins that

are essential to the health of muscles. They are characterized
by a degeneration of muscle tissue and show high variability.1

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is utilized for both diag-
nosis and tracking disease progression. The muscle tissue of
affected subjects often shows so-called fatty infiltrations that
correspond to a high signal intensity in T1-weighted MR
images (Fig. 1c).

A relevant disease marker is especially given by the so-
called fat-fraction,1–3 which provides a sensitive metric for
assessing fatty infiltration.4 For computing the fat-fraction,
it is particularly important to precisely segment the muscle
tissue. Whereas a segmentation of healthy muscle tissue can
be obtained easily by applying an appropriate gray-value
threshold, this task becomes distinctly more difficult in the
case of severe fatty infiltrations. This is because pathological
muscle tissue cannot be distinguished from subcutaneous fat
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based on the MR image’s signal intensity only and the bor-
ders between these two tissue categories are often extremely
difficult to detect.5 Performing manual annotation, on the
other hand, is extremely time-consuming,6,7 especially
because recent work4 also suggested computing the fat-
fraction of complete 3D data (instead of single 2D slices),
providing incentives for the development of automated seg-
mentation approaches. Apart from enhanced efficiency,
automated methods also facilitate observer-independent
processing.8

The fat-fraction of muscle tissue is not only relevant for
the assessment of neuromuscular diseases, but is also utilized
for investigations of other diseases such as lower back pain9,10

as well as traumatic neck pain.11,12 Approaches for segmenta-
tion so far make use of unsupervised techniques, such as
active contours,13 clustering,14,15 random walks,16,17 or atlas
approaches.18,19 It was shown that approaches for segmenting
healthy muscle tissue in general do not perform well on path-
ological tissue.5

To tackle these challenges, approaches for detecting the
fascia lata that wraps the muscle tissue and separates it from sub-
cutaneous fat tissue were proposed.20–22 Although showing
excellent performance, these approaches were applied to an easier
scenario, where all tissue inside the fascia lata was labeled as
muscle (apart from the bone) which is not completely correct,
but probably serves as a good approximation. A straightforward
utilization of fully convolutional networks23,24 exhibiting excel-
lent performance on other segmentation tasks in musculoskeletal
MRI25,26 has not been investigated so far. This is supposed to
be due to the fact that 1) these methods require a significant
amount of training data; 2) the manual generation of annotated
training data is highly time-consuming and difficult even for
expert annotators; 3) MRI data shows high variability; and 4) a
large context is required for solving the pixel-level classification
problem.

For training convolutional neural networks and to cir-
cumvent the need for manually annotating large amounts of
training data, data augmentation is often used to artificially
increase the variability and the amount of data in the train-
ing dataset. The target of augmentation is to generate new
artificial samples that are drawn from a distribution that is
similar to the underlying distribution of the samples of the
final testing dataset. Therefore, it is not expedient to apply
“general purpose” transformations, which do not occur in
the data (eg, scaling if the scale does not change or rotation
if the data are aligned due to the imaging setting), urging
the development of domain-specific data augmentation
techniques.

The purpose of this study was to develop domain-
specific data augmentation to facilitate a segmentation of
thigh MR images showing severe fatty infiltrations by means
of state-of-the-art fully convolutional networks. Data

augmentation was individually performed with respect to
shape to take account of “normal” intersubject variability as
well as with respect to variability due to the fatty infiltra-
tions. Shape augmentation was performed by applying non-
linear deformations as common practice in machine
learning.24 For the clearly more challenging second task, we
made use of nonpathological image data and artificially
introduced fatty infiltration by means of an image-to-image
translation approach using generative adversarial networks
(GANs). Besides quantitative evaluation individually for dif-
ferent categories of fatty infiltrations, we qualitatively inves-
tigated the data augmentation approaches in between. We
assessed if the generated samples are realistic and show simi-
lar shape and variability compared with real samples.

Materials and Methods
Study Cohort and MRI
This prospective study was approved by the institutional Ethics
Committee. Written informed consent was obtained from all partici-
pants. The T1-weighted MR-pulse sequences of 41 subjects were
acquired on a 1.5T scanner (Achieva, Philips, Best, The Nether-
lands) using the body coil with relaxation times between 721 and
901 msec, a fixed echo time of 17 msec, bandwidth 64 kHz, turbo
spin echo factor of 6, a field of view of 530 × 430 with an in-plane
resolution of 1 mm2 and a slice thickness of 6 mm with 1 mm
slice gap.

Method
Overall variation of MR images showing human thighs can be cate-
gorized into 1) texture variation and 2) shape variation. In the
investigated application scenario, texture variation is primarily due
to fatty infiltrations. Whereas healthy subjects mainly show homo-
geneous signal intensities in the case of muscle tissue, pathological
subjects show high variability reaching from moderate bright fibers
(Fig. 1b) to completely saturated intensity values in different ana-
tomical regions (Fig. 1c). Variability in shape is due to varying
characteristics of subcutaneous fat, bone, and the individual mus-
cles. The occurrence of fatty infiltrations generally does not clearly
influence the shape of the muscle tissue. To facilitate learning the
underlying distribution, we perform separate augmentation of 1)
texture and 2) shape variation as described in the following
subsections.

Texture Augmentation (Fatty Infiltration
Simulation)
The so-called cycle-GAN27 enables image-to-image translation
based on unpaired training data. Suppose we have two datasets cor-
responding to two different domains X and Y (x 2 X, y 2 Y). The
GAN consists of two generative models F: X ! Y mapping an
image from domain X to domain Y and G: Y ! X performing the
reversed mapping as well as two discriminators DX and DY distin-
guishing between real and fake images for the two domains. Dur-
ing GAN training, both the generative models and the
discriminative models are trained optimizing a cycle consis-
tency loss:
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Lc ¼ℰx � pdata xð ÞkF G xð Þð Þ – xk1 +ℰy

� pdata yð ÞkG F yð Þð Þ – yk1 ð1Þ

as well as a discriminator loss (or GAN-loss):

Ld ¼ℰx � pdata xð Þ log DX xð Þð Þ + log 1 –DY G xð Þð Þð Þ +ℰy

� pdata yð Þ log 1 –DX G yð Þð Þð Þ + log DY yð Þð Þ ð2Þ

encouraging realistic outputs. Compared with networks performing
paired image-to-image translation, here we only need two datasets
without any correspondences. The cycle consistency loss, which leads
to this relaxation, enforces that an image does not change in the case
of a consecutive application of F and G or vice versa. Experiments
showed that thereby not only realistic images can be obtained, but
also that the morphology can be maintained.27

Let’s assume that X consists of healthy subject’s MR images
and Y consists of pathological subject’s data. After GAN training,
F is supposed to translate a healthy MR image to a corresponding
fake-pathological image.

As the underlying distributions of the shapes are similar,28 it
can be expected that during image-to-image translation using the
cycle-GAN,27 the images are translated from domain X to Y without
changing the semantic structure (i.e., the shape) of the image, which
is a crucial criterion for further processing as otherwise the ground-
truth annotations would no longer fit to the augmented data. The
losses Lc and Ld are equally weighted during training (wc = 1,
wd = 1). As generator, a ResNet with nine blocks and as discrimina-
tor the proposed patch-wise convolutional neural network (CNN) is
utilized.27

Shape Augmentation
Elastic deformation was performed, similar to Ref. 29, by defining a
random displacement field u = u(x, y) which specifies for each pixel
position a unit displacement vector, such that Rw = Ro + α � u,
where Rw and Ro describe the point correspondences between the
original and warped image. α determines the strength of the dis-
placement. The smoothness of the deformation was controlled by σ

exhibiting the standard deviation of the Gaussian kernel, the (uni-
formly sampled) random displacements were convolved for obtaining
u. We adjusted the parameters to obtain a trade-off between realistic
samples on the one hand but (clearly) novel samples on the other

hand. To obtain variable degrees of deformation, α was randomly
drawn from a uniform distribution between 31 and 35 and σ was
randomly drawn from a uniform distribution between 7 and 11.

Experimental Settings
The dataset was separated into “healthy” (i.e., healthy subjects’ MR
samples and images showing no visible fatty infiltration), “moderate”
and “severe” referring to the level of infiltration (see Table 1 and
Fig. 1 for example slices) similar to Refs. 5 and 22. The segmenta-
tion of “healthy” data was not considered here, because basic tech-
niques, eg, relying on thresholding only, proved to be sufficient for
this purpose.5,13 For training the data augmentation model, one
dataset consisted of “healthy” data and the other one was obtained
by merging “moderate” and “severe” MRI data (Table 1). Data
showing pathological modifications were merged in order to obtain
maximum data for training the GAN.

TABLE 1. Overview of the Considered MRI Datasets

Dataset
# Patients
(f/m) Criterion

GAN
training
set

“Healthy” 21 (15/6) No diagnosed
myopathy or no
visible fatty
infiltrations

“Healthy”

“Moderate” 7 (3/4) Myopathy, fatty
infiltration in
small areas

“Affected”

“Severe” 13 (7/6) Myopathy, large
affected areas

“Affected”

Overall 41 (25/16) Complete dataset -

The data sets “moderate” and “severe” are individually evaluated
but for training the data augmentation model, these two data sets
are merged. An MR image on average consists of 44 slices
(between 37 and 53).

FIGURE 1: Example MRI slices for each of the three considered pathological categories showing (a) healthy muscle only, (b)
moderate fatty infiltrations, and (c) large affected muscle areas.
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Due to the rather poor sampling in the z-direction and the rel-
atively small number of patients, we considered 2D slices only dur-
ing data augmentation and during segmentation instead of 3D data.
Due to the similarities of consecutive slices and to limit the manual
annotation effort, every fourth slice was manually annotated and
used for training the segmentation model. Annotations were manu-
ally generated by a student assistant under the supervision of a medi-
cal doctor. All samples were checked by the medical expert. As for
training the data augmentation model, no annotations were required;
all data were employed for this purpose.

GAN Model for Data Augmentation
For GAN-based data augmentation, we made use of the reference
implementation of the cycle-GAN.27 The standard configuration was
employed based on the residual network with nine blocks as generator
model and the proposed patch-wise CNN as discriminator.27 Adam30

was utilized for optimization. Training was performed for 250 epochs
with 200 steps per epoch, a learning rate of 2e – 4 and batch size one.

Segmentation Model
For segmentation, we relied on the original U-Net architecture24

exhibiting a de facto standard in biomedical image segmentation
applications. We used the Dice-loss, Adam30 for optimization, batch
size was set to one, learning rate to 8e – 5, and training was per-
formed for 250 epochs and 50 steps per epoch. In each epoch, data
were randomly sampled. The steps per epoch were fixed in order to
obtain an unbiased setting and to keep training time independent of
the size of the dataset.

Evaluation Details
During evaluation of the segmentation stage, we considered three
different training modes of the segmentation model: 1) training with
“healthy” data only (Th); 2) training with affected (“moderate” and
“severe”) data only (Taf ); and 3) training with all available data
(Tall). For data augmentation, we considered no augmentation
(NA), elastic deformation (ED), and both elastic and infiltration
augmentation (EIA) based on the GAN model.

In the case of setting Th combined with EIA, all healthy data
were translated and only translated data was employed for training.
In the case of Tall with EIA, healthy data were translated and com-
bined with real affected data during training. For setting Taf, this
type of augmentation strategy cannot be applied, as the considered
data already shows pathological modifications. In the case of Taf and
Tall, leave-one-patient-out crossvalidation was performed for training
the segmentation U-net model, which was not required in case of
distinct sets (Th). A summary of the settings is provided in Table 2.

To assess the segmentation performance, the Dice similarity
coefficient (DSC) was evaluated for each patient. This measure was
used in previous work.14–22 A high DSC is related to a low error in
fat fraction and requires that the classes are correctly determined
(muscle, fat), which is relevant for means of transparency. To assess
whether two approaches show statistical differences, the two-sided
Wilcoxon signed rank test was applied to the sets of the DSC values.
As we only compared pairs of approaches, there was no multicom-
parison problem.

Results
Training the segmentation networks showed convergence in
each configuration (final training DSCs are always greater
than 0.9). In the following we focus on the performance on
the test set only. Figure 2 shows the segmentation perfor-
mances (DSCs) obtained for (Fig. 2a) severely and (Fig. 2b)
moderately affected patients, for three different training data-
sets (see horizontal axis: “healthy,” “affected,” “all”) and three
data augmentation strategies (see figure legend).

Training with healthy subjects’ MR images without
augmentation showed weak segmentation performance, par-
ticularly in the case of the severely affected patients’ data
(mean DSC: 0.59). Clearly significant improvements (P <
0.001) were obtained, including fatty infiltration data aug-
mentation, particularly in the case of the “severe” dataset
(DSC: 0.87). In the case of training with affected data only,
elastic deformations did not significantly improve segmenta-
tion accuracy (DSC: 0.87 vs. 0.86). Infiltration augmentation

TABLE 2. Summary of the Investigated Experimental
Settings for Training the Segmentation Network

Training
mode

Data
augmentation
mode

Data used for training the
segmentation network

Th NA Training with original
“healthy” MR images only

Th ED As above (NA) but also
including elastic
deformations

Th EIA As above (ED) and
additionally translated
images

Taf NA Training with original
“affected” MR images only

Taf ED As above (NA) but also
including elastic
deformations

Taf EIA Not available: a translation of
“affected” data is not
sensible

Tall NA Training with all original
MR images only

Tall ED As above (NA) but also
including elastic
deformations

Tall EIA All images, deformed
versions and translated
“healthy” samples
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is not applicable to this approach, as the MR images already
show pathological modifications. Using all data for training,
we noticed a positive effect of infiltration augmentation for
the “severe” dataset only (exhibiting the best overall outcomes
for this dataset with a DSC of 0.88). For the “moderate”
dataset, no significant improvements were obtained with this
setting (DSC: 0.92).

Figure 3 shows the influence of data augmentation and
provides a comparison of fake and real fatty infiltrations. An
overlay of the original with the corresponding fake image
allows an inspection of the added muscle tissue. Only bor-
der regions (eg, (3), (4), top) partly show moderate mis-
alignments. Large marked purple regions are not due to
misalignment, but due to different values in the real and the

FIGURE 2: Segmentation results (Dice similarity coefficients) for severely (a) and (b) moderately affected patients, for three different
training datasets (horizontal axis) and three data augmentation strategies (legend). Significance (obtained by Wilcoxon signed rank
test) of improvements is indicated by *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01), and ***P < 0.001.
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FIGURE 3: Visualization of fatty infiltration data augmentation: pairs of corresponding real “healthy” (a) and fake “affected” images
(b) and an overlay (c) highlighting the differences (green: decrease, purple: increase in pixel value). Subfigure (d) shows the high
variability of real pathological images.
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fake image. A minor misalignment of the border between
subcutaneous fat and background (eg, (1), left) is not rele-
vant for further processing, as the mask does not contain
this area.

Figure 4 shows example segmentation output for six
2D slices processed with different approaches. We noticed
that training with healthy subjects’ MR images only led to
segmentation errors even in the case of moderate fatty infil-
trations (row 2 b, c). A clear improvement was observed in
the case of fatty infiltration augmentation (d). In the case of
training additionally with real data, misclassification of sub-
cutaneous fat tissue was improved (see rows 1, 2, g–i). In
accordance to the quantitative results, we also noticed
improvements in the case of fatty infiltration data augmenta-
tion (EIA) for training with all available data Tall.

Discussion
We propose an approach for domain-specific data augmenta-
tion in order to facilitate a segmentation of human thigh
MR images showing fatty infiltrations by utilizing state-of-
the-art fully convolutional networks. Apart from one (poten-
tially too simple) scenario, applying elastic deformations
delivered improvements for all settings. We thereby con-
clude that this kind of data augmentation delivers a good
approach for covering natural variability considering muscle
shapes.

We notice that fatty infiltration data augmentation leads
to sufficiently realistic shapes to improve the effectiveness of
the segmentation models. Also, natural variability of fatty
infiltration is obviously well enough covered by the aug-
mented samples. Considering the degree of fatty infiltration

FIGURE 4: Example segmentations and the corresponding DSCs showing slices of the categories “moderate” (rows 1, 2) and
“severe” (rows 3–6). The subfigures (c–j) exhibit example output for the different training and augmentation strategies overlaid with
the original image (a). The training strategies consist of training with all available data (Tall), training with affected samples only (Taf ),
and training with healthy samples only (Th). The augmentation strategies comprise “no augmentation” (NA), “elastic deformation
only” (ED), and “elastic & infiltration augmentation” (EIA).
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(performed by a medical expert), it was observed that average
levels are slightly more frequently obtained than the highest
as well as lowest disease levels. This, however, was expected,
as it represents the distribution in the original data.

A further criterion is that the morphology in the images
must not change after image translation. An overlay of real
“healthy” and fake “affected” data indicated effectiveness,
which was confirmed by the final quantitative results. We
were especially concerned that the often invisible border
between subcutaneous fat and muscle tissue might lead to
changed shapes. However, although the cycle-GAN architec-
ture does not contain an explicit built-in criterion for this
purpose, the architecture proved to be effective to perform a
reliable augmentation. Facilitating image-to-image translation
and maintaining the morphological structure, the network is
obviously able to model the underlying semantic problem.
The results confirm that minor misalignments after augmen-
tation do not lead to strong bias in the trained segmentation.

In the case of training with mixed data, improvements
with infiltration augmentation were observed for the “severe”
case only. Using all data and translating healthy to diseased
MR images led to best overall performances for this data cate-
gory. Training with affected-only data, which performed bet-
ter without infiltration augmentation, was thereby also
outperformed, indicating a positive overall effect of the
domain-specific augmentation strategies.

The “moderate” case is potentially too easy-to-segment
to obtain any further improvements by performing data aug-
mentation, at least if training is not based on healthy data
only. A further reason for this behavior could be that the fatty
infiltration simulation was (due to a lack of data) not individ-
ually performed for “moderate” and “severe” cases. As the
“affected” dataset for GAN training additionally consists of
data obtained from seven “moderate” patients only, the gen-
erated fake MR images were more similar to “severe” data on
average. However, due to the small “moderate” dataset, indi-
vidual GAN training was at that time not an option and also
not required due to the quite high DSCs obtained without
sophisticated augmentation.

Highly interesting is the fact that segmentation based on
training the network with healthy data only, in combination
with fatty infiltration augmentation, led to similar perfor-
mances compared with training with data showing “real” fatty
infiltrations. If sufficient annotated training data is available,
there is clearly no need to consider such a scenario. However,
the rationale behind this setting is that healthy data can be eas-
ily segmented automatically in a fully unsupervised way by
means of thresholding.5 Now we know that healthy data 1)
can be effectively augmented by adding elastic deformation
and artificial fatty infiltrations, and 2) training with simulated
data alone is sufficient to perform a proper segmentation of
“severe” samples. A fully unsupervised approach could be based
on automated unsupervised segmentation of healthy subjects’

images, e.g, using the unsupervised GMM approach.5 The
obtained image-label pairs can be augmented (to incorporate
pathological data as well) in order to train a segmentation net-
work that is finally applicable to healthy and pathological sam-
ples. Such an approach only required labels at the patient level,
indicating whether the MR images show fatty infiltrations.
Future work needs to assess the impact of the moderate errors
due to automatically segmenting the “healthy” samples.

Limitations: for evaluation, we focused on the two-
classes case only, although for computing the fat-fraction a
further differentiation between healthy muscle tissue and
infiltrated muscle tissue would be required. We followed this
strategy because this further differentiation at the voxel level
is highly critical. Due to the partial volume effect, voxels in
general do not necessarily contain only healthy or diseased tis-
sue, but potentially also a mixture of both. This is indicated
by marginal intensities. To prevent bias due to inappropriate
classification, we recommend a regression model instead. This
will also be the focus of our further research. The investigated
DSC score for assessing the segmentation accuracy might not
perfectly correspond to the final error in fat-fraction, which,
however, cannot be computed reliably at that point. Further
limitations are given by the rather small dataset. Due to a lack
of samples that are annotated by several medical experts, we
do not provide a comparison between manual and automated
segmentation accuracy.

In conclusion, we proposed and investigated an approach
for domain-specific data augmentation for facilitating a seg-
mentation of human thigh MR images showing fatty infiltra-
tions. We showed that by making use of data augmentation,
statistically significant improvements can be obtained for mixed
training data in the case of severely affected subjects’ MR
images and for healthy training data only, also in the case of
data showing moderate modifications. We obtained Dice simi-
larity coefficients of 0.91 for moderately affected subjects and
0.88 for images showing severe fatty infiltrations. Performing
training with simulated data only, no significant performance
decrease was found (DSCs only decreased by 0.01). The
extraordinarily good performances in the latter case provide an
incentive for an extended investigation of a fully unsupervised
setting by automatically generating ground-truth annotations
for healthy subjects’ MR images.
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